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 Abstract: In the present publication some basic principles of methodology for analysis of the IMS (Intelligent Measurement Systems) 

and CMS (Classic Measurement Systems) both in the field of quality control and measurement technology are discussed. It focuses on the 

recent problems in the regular calibration (checking) of measurement systems. The methods concerns the optimal periods between different 

measurements and show the economic effects. Some problems of the metrological assurance of IMS (Intelligent Measurement Systems) and 

CMS (Classic Measurement Systems) are considered and analyzed. Calculations of (recommended) calibration intervals based on actual 

data for failures of metering devices are presented. 
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1. Introduction    

In the last years an increasing attention about the approaches 

for optimization of the Complex Objects (CO), oriented to robust 

methods of design,      functioning of CO, as well as creation and 

supporting of technological processes with assured minimal 

exchange of controlled indexes is observed. For example, the 

Japan’s scientist Taguchi, with its quality control system astonishes 

the word with its exclusive high effectivity [1]. 

        The procedures of the robust modes of operation used in this 

system account the impact of the uncontrolled technological factors 

and the exploitation environment of CO. 

       They are based on the use of sufficient simple methods of 

design experiment (DE) and special criteria for optimization of 

relationship” signal-noise” and technologies. The principal new [1] 

in such a system is the so called Function of Quality Loss (FQL). 

  

(1)                                     20yykyL                                                               

 

 (FQL) defines the volume of losses, the consumer curry’s (the 

community) for sake the deviation of the quality index  y   from 

the nominal   
0y    in the borders of adopted limit. These losses are 

expressed directly in money units after the definition of the 

coefficient k . 

 There are knows different robust methods [1, 2, 4, 5], for 

optimization of quality control systems.  

        Тhere are a significant number of methods for determining 

optimal calibration intervals for classical measuring instruments [3, 

6].  In the literature 3 criteria are known [6] - economical, technical 

and mixed (combined) – (about the calibration of the measuring 

instruments at the most appropriate time intervals). 

 The economical criterion is based on the reduction of 

common economical expenses that define 2 components - expenses 

from exploitation of unworkable tool and expenses from servicing 

of tools. ISI, for which the common expenses are minimal, is called 

optimal. 

2. About inter checking intervals – some problems. 

The breach of serviceability of the devices is called refusal 

and it is one of the profound notion in the reliability theory. It can 

be bear in mind that about the complex measurement tools, as 

Intelligent Measurement Instrumentation (IMS) they are possible 

other states, because not every refuse leads to inertly serviceability 

breaking, but it is possible only decreasing of functioning 

effectivity. The refusal arises due to parameters`change of the 

devices or their` s components as result of internal physical and 

chemical processes in the conditions of external impacts. The 

random character of these processes stipulated a random character 

of the refusal arising. There are known different classifications of 

the refuses [6]. About the intelligent instrumentation it is of interest, 

but may be the more expedient the classification on functional and 

parametric refuses. The functional refuses lead to breaking of the 

normal functioning. The parametric refuses are connected mainly 

with change of one or more metrological characteristics- main error, 

sensitivity, input and output impedance. They are arised mainly as hidden, 
stabile refuses provocated by permanent changes of the parameters.  

  The parametric refuses are of vital importance in 

measurement practice because theirs availability is hidden and leads 

to receiving of uncorrect information that supposes taking of 

uncorrect decisions, the quality making worse or scrap in the 

production, but in some plants to economical and social results. The 

hidden refuses can be finded out only by checking [2, 3, 6]. The 

open refuses can be finded out in the exploitation process, but it 

leads to the inference, that the classical prediction mode for hidden 

refuses is a check.  It is evidence that while changing inter checking 

intervals the percent of functioning defects of the measurement 

tools can be changed. Still it is not any scientific argumented 

methodology for determination of inter checking intervals. This 

question can be solved by using advanced means, that will be one 

of the concrete tasks or present article. Usually the state and firm 

metrological services define one and the same inter checking 

interval for a given class or king of measurement tools. It is worth 

to remark, that in the set of measurement tools for which a common 

inter checking interval is stated, can have as high stable (high 

fidelity), as and low   stable (low fidelity) measurement tools. A 

part, the state of all of them one and the same requirements are 

imposed. The determination of unargumented small interchecking 

interval for high stable tools leads to redundant expenses from 

checks, but the determination of unargumented large intervals for 

the low stables tools leads to an increasing of the expenses, 

connected with a using of no good tools. 

  Hence, it is evident the necessary of differentiated approach 

for determination of inter checking intervals. The sense of such a 

differentiated approach consists of setting of group inter checking 

intervals, i.e. for groups of tools with a common stability. In such a 

way it is possible to check the tools by different inte rchecking 

intervals. For grouping it is necessary to organize acquisition and 

storage of information about the check results for every concrete 

tool. Due to the large number of tools it is not always possible even 

while a computing technique is used. That is while the 

determination of group inter checking intervals is expediently for 

standard tools with high precision, and with high metrological 

characteristics. A partial case of group ICI (inter checking 

intervals) are the individual ICI, i.e. while they are defined for 

every tool individually [2]. So, ISI can be broken down in common, 

group and individual. Last but not least is the question for the 

choice of criterion for definition of ICI – this criterion can correctly 

reflects the main goal of the system for assurance of the unity of the 

exploited measurement instrumentation.  

In figure 1. is presented summarized block scheme for verification  

on Measurement Systems. 
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Fig.1. Block scheme for verification on Measurement Systems 

      In fig.1. - PC - Personal Computer - to control the results,  

DAC – Digital-analogue Converter, ADC – Analogu-Digital  

converter. 
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Fig.2. Human - operator system as a mass service system 

        For Fig. 2. is valid: Inputs:
 1   - sight; 2  - hearing;

 3   - 

binding;
 4   - taste;

 5   - smell. Outputs: 1 - organs of speech;
 2   

- movement organs. 

 

3. Some methods for setting test intervals for  

measuring instruments 

 
   3.1. Method, accounting the specific expenses and based on a 

technical-exploitation criterion. 

 

      The coefficient of technical use (Standby factor)
TK , as a 

criterion for optimality of the ICI is defined, as: 

(2)                               Max ,









T
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 Where: 
PT  is period of work, butT period 

of repair. 

 In the quality of economical criterion, accounting   
TK   it is 

expediently to use the specific expenses for unit time for work of 

tools. It can be shown, that the condition for determinations of an 

economically optimal inter checking interval will have the next 

king [2, 6]: 
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Where: 
iC  are specific expenses versus unit time in any i - th 

state, but  iK  - coefficient, pointing the part of time in the 

corresponding state. 

 Finally, the length of ICI can be defined by the unequality: 

(4)                              MP  

  Where   MP  is the probability of metrological refusal in 

the interval between the checks,  - admissible value of  MP . 

  The average duration of the repairing interval T- is defined by 

means of the next formula [2, 6]: 

(5)       MAPM FtPtT
PP

        

 where:  MF  - is the function of distribution of the working 

time versus metrological refusal;  

..; APPP tt are correspondly the average duration of planning 

check and damage and control repair; 

  -the time between 2 checks [6]:. 
            

                                   

(6)                                 MM FP 1 ;  

      By using the equations (5) and (6) it obtains:  

(7)                        MPPAPPP FtttT                                   

        The average working time 
PT   in the interval  ,0  is: 

(8)                              


0

dxxPT MP
 

Then:  

(9)                 
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  After differentiation of the last equation and making the 

derivatives equal to zero in a simple treatment an equation can be 

obtained for determination of the optimal value 0 , maximizing 

TK . It can be also shown, that wile 0 is known: 
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 Similarly the coefficients jK , are obtained, defining 

correspondly the times for damage and control repair and some 

prevential activities:  

(11)          
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       From (3), (9), (11) it can be obtained an equation for  

determination of average specific expenses:    
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(12)
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where 
P

C , 
APC , 

PPС   are the expenses for a unit time in the 

corresponding state of the instrumentation. 

At known 0  the minimum of the average specific expenses 

can be calculated by the formula:         

(13) min  
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      where  0  is intensity of the refuses. Some basic   

principles of methodology for analysis of the Complex Objects 

(CO) and technologies both in the field of quality control and 

measurement technology are discussed. It focuses on the recent 

problems in the regular calibration (checking) of measurement 

systems. The method concerns the optimal periods between 

different measurements and show the economic effects.  

From formula (13) it follows, that while knowing expenses for 

tool cheek 
P

C , expenses for breaking down and control repair 

APC , expenses for planned checking - 
PPC , as well as the 

moments of every state 
PPt , 

APt  , if calculate  MP  and  MF  

on the base of statistics of the metrological refuses it is quit possible   

to determine the  minimal specific expenses. The analysis has been 

accomplished. 

 

      3.2. Method based on the statistics of failures o measurement 

tools (in abbreviated form): 

        For exponential distribution of time for trouble-free operation s 

valid  [6]: 

 

(14)                                
t

TP t e


  

where: T - time for reliable operation. The statistical probability of 

reliable operation is defined [3,6]: 

 

(15)                    
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where: N is number of measurement systems to be tested; n(t)- 

number of measuring systems with failure for time (t). The size of 

the new range of verification acceptable probability of trouble-free 

operation is determined by the formula: 

(16)                   .
2 1

1

ln

ln

PERM

M

P

P
  , 

where:  

        
MP  - statistical probability of trouble-free operation; 

        
PERMP - permissible probability of trouble-free operation. 

      For information and electronic measuring instruments 

permissible probability of trouble-free operation is considered 0.85 

to 0.95 or more, depending on the purpose [5, 6]. 

        

4. Experimental data and calculations  

 

       Results of calculations of calibration intervals for a group of 

electrocardiograms will be presented. (Last generation 

electrocardiographs almost do not exhibit metrological failures, 

very rarely only apparent failure associated, for example, with 

interruption or damping of the connecting cables). 

 
      

 

Table 1.Number of electrocardiographs (total number and with 

refuses) 

Number of 

Electrocardiogra

phs Cardiovit 

Schiller 

Number of 

metrologica

l 

refuses 

    Number of 

visible 

      refusals 

62 

(2016 year) 

0 

 

1 

64 

(2018 year) 

      1 1 

 

           From Table 1. the findings of previous studies are confirmed: 

       A small number of failures. 

 

     Table 2. Calculated  Verification Intervals under Method 3.2. . 
 

Type of measuring 

instrument 

 

Regulated 

check 

intervals by 

regulations 

and standards 

Calculated 

Verification 

Intervals under 

Method 3.2. 

Electrocardiographs 

Cardiovit  

Schiller 

24 months 

 

 

96 months 

 

   

       From Table. 2 the following conclusions shall be drawn: 

Calibration intervals are recommended. 

 

5. Conclusions 
     Recent issues related to the calibration (verification) of 

measurement systems have been examined. A summary scheme for 

verification of measuring systems is presented. 

     A second scheme - a model of a Human - Operator System - a 

mass service system is presented. 

      Scientifically argued mathematical methods based on 

metrological refraction statistics are presented to calculate the 

intervals between calibration (verification) of measurement 

systems. 

Calculations of recommended calibration intervals are based on 

actual data for failures of measuring devices of the same type. 

The conclusions show that it is advisable to use, where 

appropriate, scientifically validated methodologies for determining 

calibration intervals for measuring instruments. 
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